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Towering above all the many scandals spawned by the manufactured COVID crisis is the
global proliferation of deaths, sicknesses and injuries resulting from the mass injection of
various  mRNA/  lipid  nanoparticle  concoctions.  These  concoctions,  whose  full  array  of
variable ingredients is still being kept secret from the public, are the first media of genetic
modification ever imposed systematically on humans.  

This experiment, much of it done secretly and under the auspices of the US Department of
Defense,  is  inflicting  a  terrible  toll  on  the  health,  longevity  and  wellbeing  of  a  significant
portion of the global population. See this.    

The mRNA injections  induce genetic  alterations  that  stimulate  the mass  production  of
pathogenic spike proteins well known for causing blood clots, myocarditis, heart attacks and
strokes.  These  and  many  other  so-called  “adverse  effects”  are  much  more  numerous  and
many-faceted than is being admitted by governments and by the censorious legacy media.

The ongoing cover up is adding to the scale of the massive harms being done. Even yet the
lie  of  safety  and  effectiveness  is  causing  too  many  of  us  to  roll  up  our  sleeves  for  yet
another  natural-immunity-destroying  booster.
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This holocaust in the making is part of an array of human-made COVID catastrophes crying
out for many penetrating investigations into the most monumental case of medical fraud in
all of recorded history. Florida Governor Ron DeSantis is answering this call.

Governor DeSantis announced a pioneering foray into the realm of criminal investigations
reflecting the growing recognition that many things are going horribly wrong with initiatives
done in the name of fighting COVID-19.

On 13 December DeSantis stepped forward to say,

“Today, I’m announcing a petition with the Supreme Court of Florida to impanel a
statewide grand jury to investigate any and all wrongdoing in Florida with respect to the
COVID-19 vaccines. We anticipate that we will get approval for that.” See this.

The primary investigators are to be drawn from the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.
This Department is empowered to seek the assistance of local law enforcement entities and
agencies in Florida.

The Florida Governor highlighted particular suspicions about the role of pharmaceutical
companies.  He asserted that  “an investigation is  warranted to  determine whether  the
pharmaceutical industry has engaged in fraudulent practices.”

A big part of the suspected fraud involved the purposeful spread of misleading information
that the COVID mRNA injections have the capacity to stop the transmission of the novel
coronavirus. In reality, the COVID injections are incapable of serving that purpose. In his
petition DeSantis continued

“There is good and sufficient reason to deem it to be in the public interest to empanel a
statewide Grand Jury to investigate criminal or wrongful activity in Florida relating to
the  development,  promotion  and  distribution  of  vaccines  purported  to  prevent
COVID-19 infection, symptoms, and transmission.” See this.

The petition provided some examples of where investigators might look to find the kind of
criminal activity that would be put before the Grand Jury. The possible crimes might involve

“Individuals,  persons,  and  entities,  including,  but  not  limited  to,  pharmaceutical
manufacturers  (and  their  executive  officers)  and  other  medical  associations  or
organizations involved in  the design,  development,  clinical  testing or  investigation,
manufacture, marketing, representation, advertising, promotion, labeling, distribution,
formulation, packing, sale, purchase, dispensing, prescribing, administration, or use of
vaccines purported to prevent COVID-19 infection, symptoms, and transmission”
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The COVID Investigations in Florida and Ottawa

The  investigation  taking  shape  in  Florida  to  explore  the  criminal  aspects  of  the
manufactured COVID crisis is very different from the COVID-related investigation underway
now in Ottawa. The Canadian investigation taking place in Ottawa has been transformed
into a very partisan effort on the part of the Trudeau government to smear and criminalize
the most effective critics of federal COVID policies. See this.

The core group that created and implemented the strategy to publicize the grotesque
failures of Canadian officialdom in the WHO-declared pandemic are now known around the
world as the Freedom Convoy of Truckers. In mid-February of 2022 the Trudeau government
declared the Canadian version of martial law in the quest to dislodge the Truckers from their
parking protest in Ottawa.

The ostensible reason for the current Emergency Act Inquiry led by Justice Paul Rouleau is to
investigate the justification for the actions taken against the Truckers last February.

The inquiry into the federal invocation of the Emergency Act is taking place before there has
been any real reckoning with the broad array of major catastrophes unjustifiably imposed on
people in Canada and around the world. The Truckers and their supporters sought with
some success to initiate such a reckoning. Their immediate aim, one that continues to
inspire a global resistance movement, was to slow down the onslaught of damage being
done under the cover of fighting COVID-19.  

The Rouleau Commission has found itself in an awkward position because the Emergency
Act Inquiry created a means for the federal government to downplay its own failures. The
Trudeau government’s strategy has been to use the episode to point attention away from its
own responsibility for the unnecessary emergencies it both created and compounded.

What  will  it  take  to  get  the  federal  government  to  present  some  sort  of  public
acknowledgment of its own instrumental role in creating large-scale unemployment, ruinous
business closures, ongoing suicides, domestic violence, and breakdowns in supply chains all
produced by the useless lockdowns?

When will the responsible authorities including those in the Trudeau government cease to
pretend they have no role at all in the proliferation of the deaths, sicknesses and injuries
that flow from the mass distribution of the gene-modifying COVID clot shots?

Unfortunately Canada’s Emergency Act Inquiry presents a number of examples of what not
to do in investigating the trials and tribulations of the WHO-declared pandemic. The Rouleau
Commission, however, is serving to get some crucial procedural wheels rolling.

Hopefully the kind of constructive energies still being generated by the inheritors of the
Freedom Convoy movement in Canada can be pointed towards objectives that match and
transcend those of the Grand Jury process being set up in Florida. Perhaps Alberta’s new
Premier, Danielle Smith, will continue to follow the lead of DeSantis. She is well on her way
to becoming a pivotal leader in restoring some measure of good health to our abused
peoples and to our tattered institutions.

Premier Danielle Smith confirms it will soon be illegal to discriminate in Alberta
based on COVID vaccine status.
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She tells business leaders that have such policies to work her with to bring
their practice in line with hers. #yeg #Yyc #ableg https://t.co/V2VbHZMIT0

— Courtney Theriault (@cspotweet) October 20, 2022

*
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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